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Stretched Canvas Set-Up Guide

Suggested File Resolution: 150 to 300 PPI
Printer Resolution: 1440 DPI
Technology:  EPSON SureColor
Solvent UltraChrome Ink: 9 Colors
Color Space: RGB or CMYK

Technical Information

Mirrored Edges

Gallery Edges

Solid Color Edges

Mirrored edges allow you to keep your entire 
image on the face of the canvas while providing
the look of a gallery wrap. We offer free mirrored 
edge set-up for all orders. Send your file cropped 
to your desired finish size and we’ll take care of
the rest.

File Set-Up: Crop your image to your desired 
finish size and we’ll mirror all four edges of your 
art to accomidate the edge wrap.

Solid color edges enable you to keep your image 
entirely on the face of the canvas and use a color 
to compliment your art.  The most commonly 
used edge colors are black and white however 
you can choose any color that you feel best 
accomidates your artwork.

File Set-Up: Crop your image to your desired 
finish size and then add  1.75” inches to all four 
sides of your art using the color you would like 
to view on the edges. For example, if you want a 
20“ x 30” finish size your final image should be 
23.5” x 33.5”.
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For our 3/4” deep stretcher frames add 1” to all four 
sides. For 2-1/2” deep stretcher frames add 2.75” 
to all four sides.

*

For our 3/4” deep stretcher frames add 1” to all four 
sides. For 2-1/2” deep stretcher frames add 2.75” 
to all four sides.

*

*

If you want your image to continue to extend 
beyond the lateral edge of the stretcher frame 
this called a gallery wrap. This method provides 
impressive results, however, you will lose 1.75” 
of viewing area on all four sides of your canvas 
when it’s stretched around the frames edge.

File Set-Up: Once you have determined your 
desired finish size add  1.75” to all four sides. For 
example, if you want a 20“ x 30” finish size your 
final image should be 23.5” x 33.5”. Be sure to 
double check that you’re not losing important 
content that will be wrapped around the edges. 

*

Standard Canvas Stretcher Frame: 1-1/2” Deep
Optional Thin Canvas Stretcher Frame: 3/4” Deep
Optional Deep Canvas Stretcher Frame: 2-1/2” Deep
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